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Abstract
In this paper a new experimental setup for analyzing the glass phenomenon in two dimensions is presented.
Each component of the setup is discussed, as well as some relevant background on glasses, lipid bilayers
and vesicles, resolution, and total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. The experimental protocol is
then discussed with specific focus on vesicle formation and filtering, bilayer formation, and glass cleaning.
Each prepared sample of small unilamelar vesicles adhered to a supported lipid bilayer was captured for two
thousand frames and these frames were analyzed with the Trackpy particle tracking package for Python
in order to find the ensemble mean squared displacement of each sample. This was used to determine the
viscosity, with a measured viscosity of 4.04 Pa s for a 0.2% biotin surface, and 7.18 Pa s for a 0.5% biotin
surface. Finally, possible directions for future work are given.
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Chapter 1
Glass
1.1 What is a Glass?
A glass is a fluid whose components have been frozen in place, preventing rearrangement. For molecular
or thermal glasses, this happens as the initially liquid compound is cooled below it’s melting point without
nucleating crystals. As the glass-forming liquid is cooled, its molecules will occupy less space resulting in
a more densely packed structure. The time scale on which molecular rearrangement occurs also increases,
however. Eventually, the molecular rearrangement needed to form the denser structure will no longer be
possible on experimental timescales and a glass will have formed, where the molecules are still in a liquid
configuration but unable to rearrange. For example, the timescale for a molecular rotation near the glass
state is typically on the order of 10 - 104 seconds, as opposed to 10−9 - 10−12 seconds for liquids above their
melting point. On a macroscopic level, this process manifests as an increasing viscosity with decreasing
temperature, with the viscosity diverging as a glass is formed. In order to study this, colloids - suspensions
of solid spheres in liquids - are often used as models for molecular glasses. Colloids can be studied by the
same methods as molecular glasses but also allow the use of other techniques, such as optical microscopy
(1). Colloidal glasses are formed not by varying the temperature, but rather the concentration of particles
in suspension. As the number of particles increases towards a critical value, the viscosity of the colloid
increases, diverging at the critical value.
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Figure 1-1: Phase vs volume fraction, φ for a colloidal glass (2).
As can be seen in figure 1-1, at a low volume fraction the particles initially form a viscous liquid. As
more particles are added to the system, motion ceases and the particles form a glass. Note that the particle
arrangement is similar to the liquid arrangement, as opposed to the crystal phase where the particles have
formed an ordered arrangement.
1.2 How Glasses are Studied
Glasses are typically studied through the analysis of colloids. In colloidal glasses, particles can easily be in
the tens of nanometers to microns in size, allowing for direct imaging, as in figure 1-1. The property that
is used to determine whether a glass-forming colloid is a glass or a viscous liquid is viscosity. Viscosity is
the property of a fluid that describes how the fluid resists motion through it. To move a particle through
a laminar fluid at constant velocity requires a constant force, and viscosity relates the force to the velocity
required. For 2-D, which is a valid consideration because the particles considered in this study only interact
along a plane and are the dominant source of resistance to motion, this works out to F = 2piRηv where F
is the force applied, R is the radius of the particle, η is the viscosity and v is the velocity of the particle
relative to the fluid. This gives us the ratio of a particles terminal velocity to an applied force vF =
1
2piµR .
If this is combined with the Einstein relation, D = vF kBT where D is the diffusion constant, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature, we obtain the Stokes-Einstein equation D = kBT2piµR . Solving
for the viscosity gives us µ = kBT2piDR . The diffusion constant can be linked to an experimentally measurable
quantity, the ensemble mean squared displacement of a group of particles: D = 12n
d
dt〈r2(t)〉 where n is
the dimension. Since motion is only possible in two dimensions, n = 2. combining this equation with the
equation for viscosity yields: η = 2kBTpiR (
d
dt〈r2(t)〉)−1 where all that is required to determine viscosity is a
measurement of ddt〈r2(t)〉. It has recently been a question if current theory can yield a 2-D glass given
that in 3-D, the closest local packing - a tetrahedron - is not the closest global packing - hexagonal, while
in 2-D the closest local packing and closest global packing are the same, hexagonal (3). The dynamics of
super-cooled glass-forming fluids are often studied in 3-D colloidal fluids (4) with 2-D experiments being
less common and either quasi 2-D (5) or with particles trapped at a substance interface, such a water-air
interface (6). In this paper, we will present a novel experimental setup that uses short proteins to attach
hard spheres to a fluid layer, confining their motion and interactions to a plane, thus generating a 2-D
setup.
1.3 Experimental Design
Colloids were chosen for this study as they both undergo a glass transition at high volume fractions and
can be well controlled. For our experiments we will be using 40nm small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) which
are too small to see individually under a microscope. To overcome this limitation, we sparsely fluorescently
tagged a sample of the SUVs in each experiment, typically 1 in 400. This mean on average each tagged
sphere should have 400nm between it and the closest other tagged sphere. This will allow the tracking of
individual spheres (Section 2.3).
Figure 1-2: Scale diagram of experimental system components.
Figure 1-2 is a scale model of what the major components of the experimental system are. The
formation of this system will be discussed later, in Chapter 3. So, starting from the bottom, we have the
microscope cover slip (not to scale). This has been treated with sodium hydroxide and O2 plasma (3.2.1)
to be smooth and hydrophilic. There will then be a thin, sub-nanometer film of water between the cover
slip and the supported lipid bilayer. The supported lipid bilayer is composed of two lipids, DOPC and
DOPE-Biotin, with DOPE-Biotin having a conjugated protein. The amount of DOPE-Biotin incorporated
into the bilayer will control the number of SUVs which are able to bind to the surface. A protein, Avidin,
binds to the DOPE-Biotin on the surface, and will bind to the DOPE-Biotin in the SUVs, once they are
added. Through this process, a controlled number of SUVs can be bound to the surface, and the rest of
the spheres can be removed through washing. Any spheres that are not bound to the surface and remain
in the fluid can be isolated in the data and excluded because with a TIRF microscope intensity diminishes
exponentially with distance from the surface and SUVs in the fluid will vary in distance from the surface
and thus intensity, where spheres bound to the surface will not. This diagram shows what the surface
might look like after the SUVs are added but before they have bound to the surface. Once some have
bound, it might look like the following.
Figure 1-3: Scale diagram of experimental system.
Figure 1-3 is a scale diagram of the system after SUVs have been introduced to the surface. A small
subset of the SUVs are tagged by inclusion of Di-I into the vesicle. The red SUV is an example of a tagged
sphere. The SUVs are almost entirely incapable of motion in the axis perpendicular to the plane of the
cover slip. Thus, all motion is confined to the two dimensions in the plane - a purely 2-dimensional setup.
Chapter 2
Microscopy
One of the advantages of studying colloidal glasses as a model for atomic glasses is the ability to use
optical microscopy. This allows for direct detection of particle location, which would otherwise be difficult.
For the experiment detailed herein, fluorescence microscopy will be used as the SUVs are too small and
transparent for widefield microscopy, and by tagging the SUVs and SLB with different fluorophores, they
can both be distinguished.
2.1 Fluorescence
Fluorescence is the process by which a molecule absorbs light of one wavelength and then emits light, often
of a longer wavelength. The way this works is a molecule, initially in the ground state, absorbs an incident
photon with energy corresponding to the energy difference between the ground state and an excited state
while making the transition to that excited state at the same time. In the excited state, the molecule
often undergoes a non-radiative transition where in the presence of degenerate energy states the excited
molecule loses some energy without emission of a photon. After this, the molecule relaxes to the ground
state with emission of a photon, now of lower energy than the one absorbed, at longer wavelength. This is
illustrated by the following Jablonski diagram:
Figure 2-1: Jablonski Diagram showing process of Fluorescence.(7)
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In figure 2-1 there are three the excitation from some ground state to an excited state, which has a
very small time constant. There is then a non-radiative transition to a lower energy but still excited state,
which is also fast but not as fast as the excitation, and then a relaxation along with the emission of a
photon of longer wavelength. It is important to note that for a photon to be absorbed, its energy must
correspond to the difference in energy between the ground and excited states. For this reason, lasers are
often used to excite fluorescent dyes as the photons in a laser are all of approximately the same wavelength.
The result of this difference in energy between absorbed and emitted photons is the Stokes shift.
Figure 2-2: Stokes Shift resulting from non-radiative transitions.
Figure 2-2 is an example plot of the Stokes shift for a 488nm fluorophore. The non-radiative transition
results in a peak emission wavelength that is some 35nm longer than that of peak absorption. This
property is actually very useful for fluorescence microscopy as it makes filtering the excitation beam from
the resulting spectrum quite easy. If one were to use a 488nm laser to excite this fluorophore, and then
filter out wavelengths lower than say 510nm, they would pick up most of the emission spectrum and none
of the excitation beam.
2.2 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRF)
TIRF microscopy is the combination of fluorescence microscopy with the generation of an evanescent wave
through total internal reflection at the boundary between two media. Total internal reflection happens
when a wave of light is incident on the boundary with a medium of lower index of refraction. Normally this
results in the light being refracted, with the angle of refraction being larger than the angle of incidence.
Once the angle of refraction exceeds 90deg however, refraction can no longer occur and the light is totally
reflected, internal to the original medium, at the boundary. Since the electric field above and below the
boundary must be continuous, and no light is refracted through, this gives rise to an exponentially decaying
evanescent field that carries across the boundary. TIRF uses this exponentially decaying field to link the
intensity of an observed object with its distance from the surface. The observed intensity is related to
distance from the surface by the equation I = I0e
−z/d where I0 is intensity that would be observed if the
object were at the surface, z is the distance from the surface, and d is the penetration depth which depends
on the angle of the beam causing the evanescent wave. A schematic of the setup is as follows:
Figure 2-3: TIRF setup with green excitation laser.
In figure 2-3, an excitation beam enters through the optic, travels into the glass slide where due to its
angle of incidence it totally internally reflects. This causes an exponentially decaying evanescent wave to
travel into the fluid medium above the slide, where the dyed spheres bound to the surface absorb the green
light and give off red light which is picked up by a CCD camera. Because of the exponential decay, spheres
in the medium not bound to the surface will appear significantly dimmer and also vary substantially in
brightness with time as their distance from the surface fluctuates. As SUVs bound to the surface are a
fixed, close distance they will appear relatively bright and have constant brightness.
Figure 2-4: Image of Bacteria near surface with TIRF microscope. Scalebar = 5µm
In figure 2-4 is an example image taken with our setup of some bacteria near the surface. The key
thing to note here is that it looks like the bacteria are at an angle with respect to the surface, because
they are. This is visible because of the decay with height of the wave. Parts of the bacteria further from
the surface are also dimmer. If this were a non-TIRF microscope, parts out of focus would simply appear
less well defined. Figure 2-5, a zoomed in image of a single bacterium from figure 2-4 makes it very clear.
Figure 2-5: Image of Single Bacterium near surface with TIRF microscope. Scalebar = 1µm




An object is said to be optically resolved if the object can be distinguished from other nearby objects.
Signal from a sample is received by a microscope through a lens. This results, in 2-D, in a circular diffraction
pattern from effectively point emitters. The distance between two opposite points of the pattern that are at
half the maximum intensity of the pattern is known as the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). If two
of these point emitters are in proximity, then the fields overlap and add together. Once the emitters are
close enough, such that the distance between them is less than their FWHM, it will no longer be possible
to distinguish whether or not there are multiple emitters. At this point, we would say that the image is
not resolved. Due to the partly wavelike nature of light, there is a minimum value for this distance, R.
Once two emitters are within R≈ λ2NA (8) there would traditionally be no way to resolve them. This can
be seen in 1-D and 2-D in the following diagrams:
Figure 2-6: 1-D Diagram of intensity from two emitters in differing proximity. Dashed lines are intensity
from single emitter, solid lines are combined intensity.
On the left in figure 2-6, the two point emitters are far apart, so while their intensities overlap there is
still a region of diminished intensity between them, making it possible to tell that there are two separate
emitters. On the right, the two point emitters are closer together such that there is no longer a dark spot
between them, and thus they are indistinguishable from a single emitter with a larger spread.
Figure 2-7: 2-D Diagram of detected Intensity from two emitters in proximity, on a representative CCD.
In figure 2-8 there is a 2-D representation of two point emitters, shown on the left, close together. We
see that the intensity from these emitters adds, on the right, to look like there is one large emitter rather
than two point-emitters. These two emitters are thus not resolved.
2.3.2 Super Resolution
While, classically, resolution is limited by the optical properties of light, ways around this limitation have
been found (9)(10)(11)(12). There are two main categories of super resolution technique: Reversible Sat-
urable Optical Fluorescence Transitions (RESOLFT), where emission from part of the sample is blocked
to isolate emitter location, and stochastic super resolution, where emitter position is determined statisti-
cally through repeated measurement of emission peak location. As we used a stochastic super resolution
technique, RESOLFT will not be discussed here. In principle, if there is a single, isolated, stationary
fluorophore, its position can be determined to arbitrary precision by repeatedly measuring the position of
the peak of its diffraction pattern.
Figure 2-8: Probability of the particle being located at a particular position, given an isolated emitting
particle. Left: N=1, Right: N>>1
Supposing initially we have a single fluorophore distant from any others. If we take a single image
we might expect a blob of intensity where, while the peak location can be determined, the error on the
measurement is substantial leading to a relatively wide probability distribution. However, if many images
are taken of the same fluorophore, since the error on the measurement decreases with
√
N where N is the
number of measurements, the probability distribution can be narrowed to be arbitrarily thin, only limited
by systematic error. It is only when there is a second fluorophore nearby that determining the position
of the peak becomes difficult. Thus, if nearby emission events can be separated in time, each fluorophore
can be treated as in the isolated case, and its position can be determined to high precision. The following
stochastic techniques make use of this principle, while varying the way events are separated in time. The
advantage of these techniques is that these can be done with a typical wide-field microscopy, so long as the
fluorophores can be made to randomly blink. Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) is
a technique that uses fluorophores that can be reversibly toggled, and causes stochastic blinking in the
sample. Since in each image, only a small, random portion of the sample emits photons, each emission
event can be treated as isolated and the intensity peak location determined. Since each molecule is present
in a random collection of frames, it is very important that fluorophores remain stationary, as motion makes
it impossible to correlate emission events to the same molecule across different frames. Due to the random
emission, typical STORM image sequences contain 104 − 105 images to ensure the acquisition of every
fluorophore. There are several subcategories of STORM, depending on how the blinking is accomplished.
Typical STORM uses two molecules making up a switch. The molecules, initialy in the off state where
they will not fluoresce, are illuminated with one wavelength which causes a random sample of the switches
to toggle on. Under the second laser, which acts as both an excitation and off-toggling laser, the molecules
fluoresce until they are toggled off. This is repeated for thousands of frames until the probability that each
molecule has been captured many times is high. The position of each fluorophore is then isolated, and a
super resolution image generated. The method we attempted was Direct Stochastic Optical Reconstruction
Microscopy (DSTORM), which is STORM but only a single molecule is used for a switch-emitter pair. The
molecule can either be toggled with the use of two different lasers, in a manner identical to STORM but
with only one molecule, or temporarily photobleached with the excitation laser. Temporary photobleaching
is a process where under sufficient laser flux, certain fluorophores will undergo a chemical restructuring to
a non-fluorescent form. This process is reversible, and the rate depends heavily on laser intensity. Thus,
there is a range of laser intensities where molecules will continually and randomly enter and return from
this chemical dark state. This will cause the sample to stochastically blink, the requirement for stochastic
super resolution. This process is illustrated below.
Figure 2-9: DSTORM Process.
The sample, initially difficult to resolve, is illuminated with high laser flux. This reversibly photo-
bleaches most of the sample, with fluorophores only emitting when they return to the active state. This is
picked up as stochastic blinking. After sufficient images have been taken, they can be processed to form a
final image with improved resolution. If we return to the 2-D image from earlier where the two emitters
were in proximity and not resolvable, conducting DSTORM on that sample would look like this:
Figure 2-10: Stochastic super resolution of two nearby emitters.
The intensity peak in figure 2-10 is determined with sub-pixel accuracy based on intensity in nearby
pixels, and with multiple fittings the original image is successfully reconstructed.
Figure 2-11: DSTORM of cell
Figure 2-11 is an example image of the improvement in resolution on an actual sample. The left image
is a wide field image, while the right is from DSTORM. Particularly striking is the now visible internal
structure of the cell, that appears washed out and somewhat random on the wide field image but is clearly
visible in the DSTORM image.
2.3.3 In Practice
While the technique of super resolution and particularly DSTORM would be salient to our studies, attempts
to accomplish the acquisition of super resolution images were not met with much success. Taking the
requisite frames was relatively straightforward and accomplished easily with the already included software
for the microscope, converting the stack of several thousand frames to a single image proved to be more
challenging. Initially this was done through a plugin for Image-J called Thunderstorm (13). However, it
was not clear how this plugin was generating the resulting image for it would often display particles that
had been in too few frames, for example 3 out of 10000 frames, or were too low in intensity to be real
and not noise. Thresholding yielded too few objects. In addition, as there was no way to know what the
surface actually looked like, the accuracy of the final image was unknown. After this, a machine learning
algorithm, DeepStorm (11), was used. This had the limitation of, due to the creation of a single matrix that
required approximately 1-10 MB per frame being processed, only being able to process a couple thousand
frames at once and still had the issue of unknown accuracy. At this point it was decided that until the
accuracy issue could be solved, time would be better spent elsewhere.
Chapter 3
Sample Preparation
3.1 Small Unilamelar Vesicles (SUVs)
Small unilamelar vesicles are spherical lipid bilayers with fluid on the inside. As the bilayer is continu-
ous, the fluid on the inside can be different than the fluid outside, which can result in osmotic pressure
destabilizing the SUV.
Figure 3-1: Model of single vesicle.
Figure 3-1 shows a model of a cross section from a single SUV. Because of the small size (≈40nm), the
SUV is highly spherical to minimize the curvature at any point. The lipids for SUV formation are stored in
chloroform, where they are solvated. If an SUV is to incorporate multiple types of lipid, such as ours which
combine DOPC and DOPE-Biotin, the lipids are first mixed in a test tube. The chloroform is evaporated
with N2 flow, depositing the lipids as a film on the test tube. This is then stored in a vacuum system for
an hour to ensure complete evaporation. Once this is complete, the liquid to be on the inside of the lipids
is added to the test tubes, either distilled water or saline. This causes the vesicles to self-assemble in to
unilamelar vesicles of varying sizes in order to minimize hydrophobic area. In order to both reduce the size
and narrow the size distribution (polydispersity), a filtering setup is used.
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Figure 3-2: First pass of vesicle mixture through filter system.
The unfiltered SUVs, as seen in the right syringe, are cloudy due to large particle size. In this case
a 400nm filter was present in the center apparatus where, using syringes, the SUVs were passed through
21 times. The odd number of passes results in the filtered SUVs ending in the left syringe rather than
the starting syringe to prevent unfiltered vesicles from passing on to the next step. After this round
of filtering, the filtering is repeated with a 30nm filter. Larger vesicles upon being forced through the
filter must undergo fission, resulting in vesicles small enough to fit through the filter. This process does
affect the filter pore size some due to the high pressure, with the 30nm filter resulting in particles that
are approximated as being 40nm in size. These SUVs are used both for the glass to be studied, as well
as formation of the bilayer the experiment is supported on top of, depending on internal liquid. As the
experiment is performed in saline, spheres filled with distilled water are less stable, and thus used for
bilayer formation as they are more likely to break on contact with the smooth hydrophilic surface. The
saline-filled spheres, which do not have this instability, are used for the glass. It was discovered that if the
SUVs are passed one time through a clean, 30nm filter as a final step, the resulting product has less debris
and the particle sizes appear to be more uniform.
3.2 Supported Lipid Bilayer
A supported lipid bilayer is a planar structure composed of lipids sitting on top of a surface, usually with
a very thin water layer in between. This structure is generally quite stable and will remain stable even in
the presence of holes. Only the top portion of the bilayer is exposed to free solution. This type of structure
is well suited for this experiment as it can be functionalized by incorporation of a controlled amount of
DOPE-Biotins, to confine the SUVs to a single layer anchored to the surface. They form a single layer, as
opposed to multiple layers, since the biotin-avidin-biotin chain is much shorter than the SUVs are wide.
For our purposes, the SLB is prepared by rupture of SUVs on the surface. If an SUV contains pure water
and is immersed in saline solution, there will be an osmotic pressure reducing the stability of the SUV.
When the SUV comes into contact with a smooth hydrophilic surface, such as plasma-treated glass, it will
then rupture and form a small lipid bilayer on the surface. If many SUVs are ruptured on the same surface,
the lipid bilayers will merge and form a SLB, as shown in the following diagram.
Figure 3-3: Examples of vesicle rupture and bilayer fusion.(14)
It has been shown experimentally that the smoother the surface the SUVs are ruptured on, the more
stable and complete the bilayer generated will be. Given that, much time was spent addressing the glass
surface.
3.2.1 Glass Cleaning
In order to clean the glass surface we start by immersing the glass dishes in a 1M NaOH base bath in
a sonicator for one hour. This removes organic material attached to the surface as well as etching the
glass some, reducing surface roughness. After this, the dishes are rinsed repeatedly with distilled water to
remove any residue from the base bath. At this point, the dishes can be stored for a few days in distilled
water for later use. When the time comes to use the dishes, they are soaked in ethanol and then dried
with N2 flow to remove the water. After this they are plasma cleaned on high for 10 minutes, which
further reduces surface roughness and makes the surface hydrophilic. At this point, the dishes are ready
for SLB formation. In order to test the efficacy of this protocol, we imaged the surface with an atomic
force microscope (AFM).
Figure 3-4: AFM Image of a sample of an untreated glass bottom dish.
In this image of the raw glass, it’s pretty clear that while the surface is relatively smooth, surface height
only varying by about 10nm, there do seem to be many features, some of which are quite large. Maximum
deviation from flatness in this image is about 2.8◦.
Figure 3-5: AFM Image of a sample of a treated glass bottom dish.
This image of the treated glass is clearly much better than the previous image. Gone are the multitude
of features, surface height variation is down to about 4nm, and maximum deviation from flatness is only




For the analysis of data gathered using the TIRF microscope, trackpy (15) was chosen and implemented in
a python script, an annotated copy of which is included in the appendix. Trackpy works by looking at each
frame in the series, finding Gaussian-like blobs of intensity, and determining their position with sub-pixel
accuracy, total brightness, size, and eccentricity. This often returns too many features as the algorithm is
intentionally sensitive so as to not miss any data, so the user filters the resulting list of ’particles’ based
on what data they want. In this case, a smart filter was used that, given a number of particles, assigned
a minimum intensity filter to each frame to yield approximately that number of particles. The sensitivity
on the filter can be adjusted to either lower computational time (low sensitivity) or raise selectivity (high
sensitivity). Once all the particles have been found in every frame, the algorithm then links the particles
in each frame to form trajectories by finding the closest particle in the next frame, if there is one within a
user-input number of pixels, and assigning that to be part of the same trajectory. Statistics can then be
performed on these trajectories, to determine the ensemble mean squared displacement or other values.
Figure 4-1: Trajectory of a single particle, with a heatmap for time. Brighter is more recent.
In figure 4-1 is an example of a single trajectory generated with trackpy. The particle was tracked for
20
2000 frames, its position determined in each one, and then the positions linked together.
4.2 Ensemble Mean Squared Displacement
As discussed in section 1.2, to determine the viscosity of a fluid, a measurement of ddt〈r2(t)〉 is required.
This is the mean squared displacement of a particle. An important note here is that the equations discussed
in that section are only valid for an ensemble of particles, not a single particle. This is because motion of
a single particle is random and there is no reason the particle cannot eventually return to where it started,
which would return a mean squared displacement of zero. However, when there are many particles, because
the motion is random, they will tend to spread out; if one particle gets closer to where it started, another
is likely to be moving further away. So given sufficient particle counts the relations in section 1.2 will hold.
An example of this measurement is displayed below:
Figure 4-2: Squared Displacement per time of a group of particles. R2=0.9995
Here in figure 4-2 we see the Ensemble Mean Squared Displacement per time for a group of particles.
Note that while not perfect it is linear with only slight deviations. The R2 value is very close to 1.
Notice that while the graph in figure 4-3 is still somewhat linear for the first 16 seconds, the curve
is substantially more irregular and becomes nonlinear after a time. Some particles will have even more
irregular curves as they randomly move closer and further to their initial position. This is why the mean
squared displacement is considered in ensemble. While the R2 value is not far from 1, it is certainly much
further than it was for the ensemble.
Figure 4-3: Squared Displacement of a single particle. R2=0.9174
Figure 4-4: Measurement of viscosity for 100nm spheres. The orange line corresponds to a 0.2% surface
biotin concentration, and has a slope of 0.00649 µm/s and a viscosity η = 4.04Pas. The blue line
corresponds to a 0.5% surface biotin concentration, and has a slope of 0.00365 µm/s and a viscosity
η = 7.18Pas.
As viscosity is inversely related to mean squared displacement, figure 4-4 appears as would be expected.
The more viscous sample, the blue line with a higher biotin concentration and thus more SUVs bound to
the surface, has a smaller slope. One thing to note is that the first part of the data was excluded due to
time effects, where initially every particle moves from its starting position resulting in a larger measured
viscosity than actually corresponds to the viscosity of fluid.
Figure 4-5: Normalized viscosity per volume fraction for hard spheres. (16)
Figure 4-5 is an example of the sort of graph we would like to make with our data. The viscosity
increases non-exponentially with respect to volume fraction, or in 2-D area fraction, with a glass transition
at some critical φc. Much of glass theory is devoted to the value of φc and if the viscosity actually increases
without limit as the sample gets arbitrarily close to φc, so a graph like this would be an effective way to
present the relevent data from the experiment.
Figure 4-6: Viscosity per area fraction for 100nm diameter SUVs. (16)
Figure 4-6 is a version of figure 4-5 with data from figure 4-4 filled in. As can be seen, this is somewhat
incomplete, so a good direction for future work will be to add more points to this graph, and/or measure
the appropriate points for 40nm diameter SUVs. One important thing to note about data referencing
SUVs of specific sizes is that we have not yet characterized the size distribution the SUVs. We know their
approximate size due to filtering, and we know they’re not monodispersive or they would not form a glass
(3). Another direction for future work would be to conduct Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) on a filtered
sample in order to characterize the polydispersity.
4.3 Conclusion
There is much potential here for future work. A lot, though not all, of the preliminary work of establishing
this as a valid system upon which to conduct experiments has been completed. The standard filtering
procedure has been modified slightly with the addition of a single pass through the final filter to reduce
the effect of pore stretching. The glass cleaning protocol has been developed and tested, and while there
is probably still some room for improvement the end result is quite good and obviously superior to non-
treated glass. Though not included, the protocol presented in the paper was also compared to another, less
rigorous protocol and still delivered a smoother, cleaner product, though the difference was more subtle.
There is still some work to do with the particle tracking software as, in its current form, it does require a
certain amount of tinkering to yield a good final image, mostly in how many frames are considered. Mainly,
however, there exists the potential to have conclusive results: A value for φc, the area density at which a
glass forms, the structure of said glass if a way can be found to verify super-resolution images, and the
form of the viscosity as a function of area fraction curve to name a few. The next torchbearer will walk a
brighter path.
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Appendix A
A.1 Python Code
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Tue Jul 211:35:15 2019
@author: William
"""
import matplotlib as mpl
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib.ticker import (MultipleLocator, FormatStrFormatter, AutoMinorLocator)
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
mpl.rc(’figure’, figsize = (10,10))
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from pandas import DataFrame, Series
import pims
import trackpy as tp
import os







target = 25 #minimum number of particles to look for
scaleby = 1 #how quickly to decrease the threshhold
ps = 5 #pixelsize of objects
pixelsize = 0.1 #size of each pixel in microns
timems = 500 #time between successive images in milliseconds
framepp = 1200 #only look at particles present for at least this many frames
maxframe = 2000 #only process this many frames
maxframegraph = 1200#only graph this many frames
mindevfilter = 0#eliminate particles that did not move at least this far (microns)
cutfirstframes = 500#get rid of the first this many frames




































f = tp.locate(frameset[0],ps,minmass = startmin)
while(len(f[’mass’]) < target):
startmin -= 10
f = tp.locate(frameset[0],ps,minmass = startmin)
while(len(f[’mass’]) > target):
startmin += 1








for i in range(finalframe):
if(i%int(finalframe/10) == 0):
print("Threshholding is " + str(completions*10) + "% complete.")
completions+=1






f = tp.locate(frameset[i], ps, minmass = startmass)
start = i
threshholdvalues += [[start, finalframe-1, startmass]]
if(completions != 11):













file = open(cwd + "\\threshholds" + "\\" + sample + ".txt","r")
threshholdvalues = []
for lines in file:
correction = lines.replace("\n","")




file = open(cwd + "\\threshholds" + "\\" + sample + ".txt","w")





print("Analyzing Frame Set "+sample)





seta += [tp.batch(frames[alp:omg],ps,minmass = mass)]
else:











for i in found:
temppart = tm.loc[tm[’particle’] == i]
temppartmsd = tp.emsd(temppart,pixelsize,framespeed,20000)
msdmax = 0




















print("Plotting "+str(len(particles)) + " Frame Sets")
graphparts = []
particlemsd = []




filter = np.full(len(filterset), True)





















xstart, xend = ax.get_xlim()





ax.set_xlabel(’x[m]’, fontsize = 24)
ax.set_ylabel(’y[m]’, fontsize = 24)
plt.show()
fig, ax = plt.subplots()






for i in range(len(particlemsd)):
ax.plot(particlemsd[i].index,particlemsd[i],’o’, label = ’Plot ’ + str(i+1))
ax.set_xlabel(’lag time $t$’, fontsize = 24)
ax.set_ylabel(r’$\langle \Delta r^2 \rangle$ [$\mu$m$^2$]’, fontsize = 24)
plt.legend()








for i in range(len(particlemsd)):
ax.plot(particlemsd[i].index,particlemsd[i],’o’, label = ’Plot ’ + str(i+1))
print(i)
ax.set_xlabel(’lag time $t$’, fontsize = 24)
ax.set_ylabel(r’$\langle \Delta r^2 \rangle$ [$\mu$m$^2$]’, fontsize = 24)






plt.savefig(’C:\\Users\\William\\Pictures\\Graph.svg’,format = ’svg’,dpi = 1200)
for i in range(len(particlemsd)):
exec("print(’coefficient of determination_"+str(i)+": ’, r_sq_"+str(i)+")")
exec("print(’slope_"+str(i)+": ’, model_"+str(i)+".coef_)")
for i in range(len(particles)):
print(particles[i][’particle’].nunique())
plotter([processdata(sample1, sampleid1),processdata(sample2, sampleid2)], ’linear’)
